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INTlU)DUCTION 

In Aug. 1998 Dave Javorsky of Stewart B. C. gave me some results of 

Geophysical surveys that had been done on the no.rthwestern corner of the PAR 

Property that also covered some of the southern portion of the Bev I & 2 claims 

hit i4r. :nvorskjr had optioned out to Cominco, but had since been dropped. Hr. 

cJavorsky wanted me to restake the geophysical anomalies and. to see if these 

anomalies could be pj.npointed in the field and explained by geology or by 

nrospectirq the area and testicq for zinc using zinc zap. 

Three claims, the DDE, # I to //3 we1.e located on the 21 of Aug. 1998. On 

Aug. 22 a portion of the DDB claims was mapped for topograp@ and geology. 

PROPERTY LOCATION &ACCESSIBILITY 

The DDB claims lie 5% metres to the south of the Osilinka river, about 3 loll. 

south of the Be-veiey property and '9 kilometers north of the norlih end of Wasi 

lake. The claims are anour. 220 km. northwest of Mackenzie B.C. The claims are 

reached from the Osiiinka haul r-dad on the south side of the river by taking the 

Clear Lake haul road. The claims are .& km westerly from the Clear Lake turn off. 

DDB ff 2 and'A(3 are on a series of flat gravel benches, covered by jack pine, 

with elevations that range in elevation from 830 metres to 880 metres. These 

claims are easily traversed. Pn DDB %I the elevations range from 870 to II@ metres 

on the northwest side of the hill with very steep slopes and a series of limestone 

cliffs and benches. The forest cover on these slopes is mainly spruce pine and 

hemlock. 'rraverse on these.slopes can be treacherous in places. ( See Fig. L to 

Fig 3. ) 
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HIST(MIY 

The discovery of lead zinc mineralization in thisarea dates fmm 1927 when 

a prospecting syndicate directed by Cominco were in the area. A good history of 

the area is outlined in the Annual Report of the Minister of Mines for I952 by 

M"Cammon where he describes some of the properties, Beveley, Davis, Gordon, Weber 

etc. In 1973 an examination of the Beveley property was reported on by Garnett, 

MMAR I973. Of all the properties in the area perhaps the Reveley has had the most 
. . 

work done on it. 

1947 - 1951 Cominco 

I767 - 1968 Donna Mines 

I978 - 1979 Suzie GoId Mines 

1990 - I992 Cominco 

Also during the period 1990 to I995 Cominco were working on the PAR Propertg. 

Most of the other properties in the area hnve had only sporadic work done 

on them over the years. 

'The DDB cla.ims over stake some of the southor% portion of the Bev claims and 

the CARA cl-aim that existed in the late 1970's. 

GEOLOGY 

The DDB claims are underlain by racks of the Caehe~Creek Group ( Armstmng 

1945, Roots 1946, 1947, 1948 ) which are Pennsylvanian ? and Permian in age. 

'fhe older member seen on the western portion of DDB # 2 consists of andesite and 

b:lsaltic flows, tuffs, breccias, conglomerate, minor argillite, slate,chert and 

limestone. IIere on the DDF# 2 this unit is mainly black shales with some argillite. 

'The younger group consists of limestone, minor argillite, ehert and andesite, 

and is seen on the eastern portion of the claims where limestone is predominant. 

After mapping the area it was thought that these %WO units may have been 

faulted into juxtaposition to each other although this was not confirmed to assurity. 

On other properties such as the E!.weIey the limestone units have been 

dolomitised with the introduction of barite, zinc, galena and silver. These are 

the prime targets in the area. 
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FIELDWORK 

The DDB # I to # 3 claims were staked on the, evening of Aug. 27, 1998. On 

Aug 22 the location line was re ch>ned and mapped along with 770 meters of cross 

lines that were put in. A11 roads, topographical features and geology were mapped 

uhere they intersected these lines. The roads and the rest of the features were 

mapped by chain and compass survey from these lines and along the roads. The 

geology :&LS mapped but only the limestone outcrop were mapped in as this was 

the most important unit. Time did not allow mapping in detail the individual 

outcrops of the argillits, black slates and black shales. In the process of this 

mapping all the limestone outcroppine;s and much of the limestone rubble that had 

fallen fmm the hillside to the south of the location line was tested with zinc 

ZaP to test for the presence of hydrozincite. 

An attempt was made to find the geophysical grid lines of the Cominco sulrvey L 

in order to tie in the anoma& locations $0 ihe area that xts being mapped. 

RESULTS 

Although some time was spent in trying to find Cominco geophysical survey 

grid both during the topographical and geological mapping and by just traversing 

the area in a north south direction no evidence of these lines could be found, 

Much of the area had been logged, probably since the grid had been established, 

and the grid has been lost. As a result the anomaly location could not be tied in 

on the ground. 

Once back in the office an attempt was made to reconcile the different scale 

maps ie. the Cominco maps ( Fig. 6 to Fig. II, Scale I to 10,000 ) with the TRIM 

map, scale I to 20,000, and Fig 5 Topography and Geology map, scale I to 1000. 

There was some confusion between the different topographies of the maps- 
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At I,he best guess the coinci.dent electromagnetic high, resistivity low, and 

the mapnetic low between station 1392 and IL20 on line ZOO30 (Cominco maps Fig. 6 

to Pig. II ) raould appear to between the two road branches along the axis 12 4 20 S 

IO + 60 E and II t 25 S I2 4 00 X within the black shale argillite utit. Since 

this particular part of the claim 'ias not visited and mapped in detail onsite no 

comment can be made on these anomalies at Uhis time. 

Although approximately 25 rocks from outcrop and boulders from 

the hill to the south of the location line were G.nc zapped no positive results 

for hydrozincite VTere obtained. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although the zinc sap did not give aqy positive reactions for hydroeincite 

on t?lo rocks that were tested the area still warrents further prospecting within 

the limestone member. 

The coincident electromagnetic high, restivity low and magnetic low should 

be followed up with a detailed magnitometer surrey and prospecting to pinpoint 

its position and then perhaps with other geophysical surveys. A more thorough 

search for the Cominco grid lines should be made, re- established and mapped. 
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STATFXENTOFCOSTS 

wages D.E. Bragg I .day at $ 225.00 per day 

Truck I day at $ SO,00 per day 

Food and camp 

Pro-rated transportation costs 

Report preperation, map reproduction and typing 

P.A.C. 

Total 

BIBLI0GFUd'H.f 

225.00 

%oo 

40.00 

150.00 

275.00 

4b 740.00 

160.00 

$900.00 

MPR AR 1952 - 98 - 109 

MPRGEM 1973- 390 - 395; 197b 290 

bMPREXPL 19%; 1g3; I976 - 16%; 1977 - 212; 197b - 240 

MPR FIELDWORK 1989, pp. IOi- II4; 1991, PP I27 - l&s; 1992 (Ferfi et al.) 

EXPROF 15'90 - 17; 1993 - 2 

EMPR ASS m S&7, 5803, 6072, 6618, 7611 

GSC MBS 274, p. 228 

GSC MAP 1030A 
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STATEHENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 

His qualifications are as follows. 

Graduated Armstrong High School, Armestrong B.C., 1991 

Attended U. B. C. from 1958 to 1962 ln &rts and Science; Honors Geol ow. 

Has worked in the mineral exploration industry since. 1996. 

Worked for Kennco Exploratlons durlng the ‘sumners of 1956. 1997, and 1959 in 

the Yukon and northern B.C. as an asststant prospector and gcochem sampler under the 

direction of Dr. R. Campbell and R. Woodcock. 

Worked as head prospector for the Nahannl 60 Syndicate in the Northwest- 

Territories in 1960 under the direction of Doug Wilmont. 

Worked as head prospector In the Yukon for Dualco in 1961 under the supervision 

of E. Wozniak. 

O.K. Bragg did the work involved in this InvestTgation, 

Worked as head prospector for Mining Corp. of Canada In southwest B.C. in 1962 

under J. 5. Scott and Dr. K. Northcote. 

Worked as head prospector during the surnner of 1963 for the Fransis River 

Syndicate in central Yukon, under the direction of Dr. A. Aho 

Worked as field geologist in the Greenwood area of B.C. for Scurry Rainbow Oil. 

Worked as field supervisor for Alray Explorations Ltd. from Sept 1965 to April 

1967 under the direction of Rae Jury. 

Since 1956 has also worked as a self employed contractor, working for various. 

mining companies In the Following Flelds: prospecting, property examination, staking 

claims, 1 ine cutting, topagraphical mapping, geological mapping and reconnaisance, 

mineral sampler, drafting, air photo Interpretation, geochemistry, geophysics, and 

supervising property exploration programs. Since 1956 has also been a self employed 

prospector working in various areas in B.C. on numerous prbperties. 

Has assisted in teaching the geochemical section of the Ministry of Energy, 

Hines & Petroleum Resources Hineral Exploration Course For Prospectors under the 

dlrectlon of Dr. S. Hoffman in 1984, 1989, 1986, 1987, 1988. 1989, 1990, 1991 

Has recleved the B.C. Provincial Grubstake for the years 1964, 1968, 1969, 1970, 

lg80,1’981, 1982, 1983, 1989, 1986, 1987, 1988. 1989, 1990. 

Has worked in the Rossland Camp since 1971 as a miner on the Snowdrop and Blue- 

bird claims. Has spent considerable time in the camp as a prospector and mining 

exploration contractor. 




























